WHAT’S NEW IN RADAROPUS /RADARONY 1.41

RadarOpus/Radarony 1.41 is delivered as a Live Update, on DVD, USB-stick, as an ISOimage or as a download from our website to customers running RadarOpus 1.40 or
Radarony 1.40.
This version is principally an update of content (see new books) and manages the back up
of personal data before installing the new version. It installs new content purchased by the
user. 56 new documents will be available in six languages, including 27 proving documents,
3 repertories, 14 concept repertories and 6 Materia Medicas (including a Chinese Kent and
Vermeulen's new Concordant Reference and Synoptic Reference).
Many corrections to the content have been made in English and even more in the other
languages, not the least by rebuilding and re-indexing the whole Synthesis database (in all
five languages). In many instances, translations have been completed.
The WinCHIP Pro patient file functions have been completed and many interesting new
features have been added, some of them also to the Light and Easy versions:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

several images can be linked to one patient
text symptoms can be tagged in a number of ways (family history, important
symptom, Sankaran miasm, …)
add intensity of interrogation label to text symptoms
click to start a Skype call or send an email from within the patient file
mouse over shows content of analysis
powerful search of words in one or all consultations
zoom function for text editor
pick lists are movable and resizable
a patient file can be set as "veterinary"
different types of files can be added to a consultation symptom (image, sound,
video, PDF, xls, …)

In addition, version 1.41 offers:
•
•

The Bönninghausen polar symptom analysis, automatically adding opposite polar
symptoms to an analysis
Advanced family search possibilities to find rubrics belonging to a family in a
number of ways
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REPERTORY AND MATERIA MEDICA: NEW IMPLEMENTATIONS
 New - Bönninghausen polar symptom analysis
• In this analysis, polar symptoms (opposite to the patient's symptoms) are
considered to increase the probability of certain remedies
• Only works when symptoms are taken from the English and German versions of the
Therapeutic Pocket Book (b2, b2ge.300) as these contain polar symptoms
• When the user selects the patient's symptoms (preferably in clipboard 1),
RadarOpus automatically takes the corresponding opposite polar symptoms. The
latter symptoms are displayed in a virtual clipboard, which is only visible when a
polar symptom analysis is requested (in analysis window: click on the black-white
circle icon).
• The user selects symptoms that are either polar (= have an opposite symptom, like
agg. and amel.) or non-polar (= no opposite, like burning). The Bönninghausen polar
symptom analysis calculates a score (polarity difference), considering the positive
polar symptoms (= the patient's symptoms) minus the opposite polar symptoms (=
opposite to what the patient has). The higher the polarity difference (in bold), the
more likely the remedy
• The virtual clipboard is automatically named "Opposite polar symptoms". Clipboard
1 is named "Patient's symptoms" except when the user has named the clipboard
differently
• An option to include or not the non-polar symptoms in the positive polar symptoms
score. By default non-polar symptoms are not included
•

For now, the polar symptom analysis is available as a separate analysis module.
Later on it will also be available as part of the Bönninghausen module. The other
parts of this latter module are:
 Therapeutic Pocket Book (English or German, resp. b2, b2ger.300)
 Systematisch-alphabetisches Repertory (b4b7, German)
 Boger C. Bönninghausen Repertory (bg2, English)
 The wizard (Bönninghausen method). Only this wizard is not yet available in
RadarOpus. As soon as programmed, it will be available for those who
bought the B-module

 New - Advanced family search possibilities
In the Advanced Search window (with 4 boxes), after entering a family, you can click on
the little blue circle to specify "Options for family X". These options allow you to find
rubrics based on family oriented queries, such as:
i. find all rubrics with more than (or =) 3 remedies belonging to the family
ii. find all rubrics containing more than 25 % of the family members
iii. find rubrics containing more than 3 remedies (to combine with i. or ii.)
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Search criteria can be combined, e.g. to find all rubrics that are typical for a
family (> 25 % family members), but excluding rubrics that are too small (>
than 3 remedies).
 New- Installation options for large files
If a Live Update is larger than 100 MB, the user can choose one of three options:
1. download and install now (remaining time will be indicated)
2. download the file from Archibel’s website to install it later
3. install at next startup of RadarOpus
The new data of version 1.41 are as large as 582 MB.
Option 1 may take up to 1 ½ hours for downloading on a computer with slow internet;
less than 20 minutes with a fast internet connection. Time to install takes 17 minutes to
3 hours depending upon computer speed. During download and installation,
RadarOpus cannot be used (default option).
Option 2 should be selected if the user prefers to continue using RadarOpus while the
file is downloaded from the Archibel FTP-site. After the file has been downloaded,
double clicking on it will start the installation (which takes about 30 minutes to 3 hours,
depending upon computer speed.).
If the download is interrupted (option 1), the installation process does not start. The
last installed version of RadarOpus remains active and will start as before. At the next
installation attempt, the downloaded file will automatically be overwritten from
scratch.
If the user is not comfortable using either of these options, he/she can request a CD or
a USB stick from his/her representative to install version 1.41 (which may be charged).
 New - A new communication channel with the user has been set up by being able to
display a PDF document when the user starts RadarOpus. The document will be in the
same language as RadarOpus and regularly updated
 New - When printing the analysis, the "analysis name" and the "analysis note" are
printed in the left upper corner
 New content and corrections in languages other than English
o New - The integration of French and Spanish translations in the following
concepts: Radar Concepts, Acute Diseases, Dragos, Fonseca, Mateu First aid ,
Petrucci, Servais and Zulian
o New - Integration of Italian and French translation in the Repertories on
Families (e.g. Bentley, Boyd, etc.). When you open a Families Repertory, the
globe icon allows you to show the document in French or Italian.
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o New - The concepts of Liz Lalor have been translated into German
 New - double click on a remedy in Prof. To’s Repertory automatically opens Prof. To’s
Materia Medica.

PATIENT FILE (WINCHIP): NEW IMPLEMENTATIONS

NEW IMPLEMENTATIONS IN ALL WINCHIP VERSIONS (EASY, LIGHT, PRO)

 New - The Pick Lists are now:
- Movable (and the position is saved when next opening the program
- Resizable (and the dimensions are saved when next opening the program)
 New - Search: new layout of the search interface, similar to Repertory and Materia Medica
search interface.
 New - Possibility to search the patient's phone number.
 New - “Evaluate” button and not a “+” button to evaluate a consultation.
 New - The editing of the consultation is blocked when the user ends the consultation (only
for some countries, where this is legally required). You cannot change the content of a
saved consultation. (e.g.: Colombia).

NEW IMPLEMENTATIONS IN WINCHIP LIGHT AND PRO

 New - In the Consultation Summary, moving the mouse over the Analyses column displays
the repertory symptoms which the analysis contains:

 New - In the Patient list more than one image can be linked to a patient; the images
can be scrolled.
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New - In options (click chevron), the user can select which fields to display. :

 New - In the Prescription Grid, Biological and Clinical test, Vaccinations and Certifications
are available.
 New - In the Consultation Text Editor, an ‘Anamnesis Tag’ function has been added,
accessible though the icons in the red rectangle.

As Hahnneman suggests in the § 84 - 85, we should write each symptom on a different line.
Each symptom can then be tagged (by clicking on one of these icons)




Family history
Past medical history
Physiological anamnesis.

These tagged symptoms will be shown in the second column.
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as:

NEW IMPLEMENTATIONS IN WINCHIP PRO ONLY

 New - In the Patient list, you can “Convert a patient” into a veterinary case or vice versa:

 New - In the Administrative data, the user can make calls (by clicking on the phone
number) via Skype both in Mac and Windows.
 New - The addresses and contacts fields (cell phone, email, etc.) have been redesigned.
Picklists have been removed.
 The Skype and email buttons are shown in the main window. Click once on them to start a
Skype call or send an email to that patient.
 Billing Information:
o New - WinCHIP can create a new bill or a credit note, where the numbering starts
from a number defined in Option Environment.
o New - In the database and in the User Account Window the usercan also enter his
BIC and SWIFT code
o New - Every year the bill numberand credit note starts again from number 1
o New - When a bill is printed, the question "Has the invoice been payed?" pops up
 Consultation Summary:
o New - The parameter "Subjective feeling" has been added to the column.
 Consultation Text Editor:
o New - A Zoom function has been implemented:
 Zoom functions also for tables, icons, Picklist buttons, menus, etc.
 The elements of the text maintain the same position
 Font size, color, background, etc. are maintained.
 The zoom last used is saved automatically and reloads when opening the page
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New - The Text Editor contains many new features that can be activated in the Text Editor
tool bar:

They can also be activated by using the the right mouse click:

 New - In the consultation text, you can delete more than one row at a time.
 New - You can find a word(s) in the current consultation text or in all consultations and
show the symptoms containing the word(s) in a separate window:
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 New - The user can set the intensity of interrogation for a symptom.
In the Text Editor Toolbar
the user can click a
number to set the intensity of each symptoms (intensity 2, 3 or 4).
 New - The user can define in Options Environment how to set the color and font for
symptoms with intensity 2, 3 or 4.

 New - The user can emphasize the intensity of a sentence in different ways by clicking
on the intensity buttons. This changes for font, color as in the test example.
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 New - A symptom can be labeled with dfferent tags (intensity, type of anamnesis,
important symptom, medical codes, etc.).
 New - Symptoms can be sorted by intensity:

 New - The user can attach different types of file to a symptom, such as Image, Sound,
Video, PDF, Word file, Excel file or other generic files (see point 5 in the main image ).

 New - A symptom can be tagged as "important" (e.g. consider it for repertorization) by
clicking on the green circle icon:
The tagged symptom will be shown in the second column.
 New - Each symptom can be tagged with a different code for example “Sankaran
Miasm”. This code is displayed in the third column.

 New - Consultation window: by clicking on any tag a new window will appear showing only
the symptoms of the particular tag (in current consultation or in all consultations).
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New - In a different window, the user can visualize all data tagged either by using the right
mouse button or by clicking on the code.

 Anamnesis window:
o New - A title has been added at the top of the window
o New - Date, Time and Prescription have been added at the beginning of each
symptom

 New - The ‘Check’ button of the Word Procressor now opens a window with all the
checked sentences, in the same way as the other anamnesis window.
 New - The default option ‘Show only important symptoms’ concerns the single
consultation.
 New - The user can limit the symptoms to specific criteria as shown in the list below:

 New- Button for adding ‘Medical notes’ with a custom format which can be defined in the
Options window (similar to the intensity function).
 Patient search
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o New - Export a search in Excel
o New - Save and Recall a query
 New - Additional fields available in the Therapies Evaluation:
o General state
o Prognosis re-evaluation
o Subjective feeling
 Pick List
o New - Automatic creation of a new Picklist when the first value is added in the form
field
o New - A shortcut key to insert the default value of the relative Picklist in the field
(F10 ): the first time the question ‘Do you want to enable 'skip' in all the fields?’
appears
 New - Utilization of the Picklist values:
o Create a pick list value
 If you write a value that does not already exist in the pick list of a field, a
messagewill appear asking whether you want to add this value to this pick
list. At the same time, attention is drawn to the field by surrounding it with
a red line

o
o
o
o
o

Edit a pick list value (only for values added by the user)
Delete (only for values added by the user)
Print value (all or filtered values)
Set as default: default field value; use the same icon to reset the default
You can add notes to single values (notes are displayed with a tooltip)

NEW BOOKS AVAILABLE FOR RADAROPUS USERS
Some of the new books will be freely available to all users in any language (except
Chinese), even if not part of the package they bought.
Books followed by *** must be purchased separately.

 English
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o DAM K., Proving of Lac elephantis (maximus maximus) (dmk4)
o DEGROOTE F., Notes on Miasms, Heredity and Nosodes (dgt2-2014)***
An explanation on how miasms, heredity and nosodes are related and how to use
nosodes to achieve lasting cures. The updated version of the first edition which was
printed as a book.
o DEGROOTE F., Muscles, Nerves and Vertebrae Repertory (dgt6)***
A repertory indicating remedies related to all important muscles, nerves and
vertebrae, differentiating hypotonic versus hypertonic, left versus right, and more.
Based on the unparalleled kinesiology experience of the author.
o GRAY A., A Homeopathic Proving of Perla Broome (Broome Pearl) (gya9)
o GRAY A., A Homeopathic Proving of Bufo rana (Common Toad) (gya10)
o GRAY A., A Homeopathic Proving of Hippocampus kuda (Seahorse) (gya11)
o GRAY A., A Homeopathic Proving of Glycyrrhiza glabra (Liquorice) (gya12)
o GRAY A., A Homeopathic Proving of Sophora microphylla (Kowhai) (gya13)
o HUENECKE J-A., Homeopathic Proving of Queen Charlotte’s Loon - Gavia immer
(hnj1)
o HUENECKE J-A., Homeopathic Proving of Acer saccharum - The Sugar Maple (hnj2)
o HUENECKE J-A., Homeopathic Proving of Cygnus X-1 - A Black Hole (hnj4)
o HUENECKE J-A., Homeopathic Proving of Lepidolite - A Mica Gemstone (hnj5)
o HUENECKE J-A., Homeopathic Proving of Didelphis virginiana - The North American
Opossum. (hnj7)
o JANSEN T., The Healing Nature of Plants (jst1)***
Thematic description of plant family characteristics followed by a differential
description of the remedies belonging to that family.
o JANSEN T., The Healing Nature of Trees (jst2)***
Characteristics of trees used in homeopathy, with keywords and themes, sorted by
botanical family.
o RENOUX H., The Proving of Morpho menelaus occidentalis [Translated from French
by Michel Zala, M.D.] (rnh1)
o RENOUX H., The Proving of Helium [translated from French by Gabriella
Rammairone] (rnh2)
o RENOUX H., The Proving of Sequoiadendron gigantea [Translated from French]
(rnh3)
o RENOUX H., The Proving of Ulva lactuca [Translated from French] (rnh4)
o VERMEULEN F., Concordant Reference - Complete Classic Materia Medica (
vml9)***
Revised and updated Materia Medica of 1.209 remedies with expanded Sensation,
Mind and Dream sections. Adds 362 remedies to the previous Concordant version.
Includes family information and chemical formulas. Based on information from 10
reference Materia Medicas, published between 1790-1930.
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o VERMEULEN F., Synoptic Reference I (vml10)***
Describes 500 remedies of the different kingdoms with emphasis on source and
substance, but including sections Mind, Generals, Sensations and Locals and key
repertory symptoms. Comes with a "Plus group" indicating the most distinctive
symptoms of each remedy.
 French:
o DRAGOS D. Santé mentale (cptmin)***
o PETRUCCI R., Enfants (cptchi)***
o RENOUX H., La Pathogénésie de Helium (rnh2.fr)
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

RENOUX H., La Pathogénésie de Morpho menelaus occidentalis (rnh1.fr)
RENOUX H., La Pathogénésie de Sequoiadendron gigantea (rnh3.fr)
RENOUX H., La Pathogénésie de Ulva lactuca (rnh4.fr)
SCHROYENS F., Maladies aiguës (cptacu)***
SCHROYENS F., Radar Concepts (cptrad)***
SERVAIS P., Thèmes (cptthe)***
VALADARES FONSECA A., Semiological guide (cptsem)***
ZULIAN M., Index (cptind)***

 German:
o BANDELIN K., Arzneimittelprüfung Ulmus laevis (bda1.de)
o FLICK R., NOWOTNY I., Homöopathischen Arzneimittelprüfung von Magnesium
bromatum (fkr10.de)
o FLICK R., NOWOTNY I., Homöopathischen Arzneimittelprüfung von Magnesium
iodatum ( fkr11.de)
o FLICK R., NOWOTNY I., Homöopathischen Arzneimittelprüfung von Carboneum
sulfuratum (fkr12.de)
o MÖLLINGER H., Homöopathische Arzneimittelprüfung von Acer negundo (mle6.de)
o MÖLLINGER H., Homöopathische Arzneimittelprüfung von Galla turcica (mle7.de)
o VARKONYI T., Homöopathische Arzneimittelprüfung von Sal Himalaya (vkt1.de)
 Italian:
o HUI BON HOA J., Compendio di Tecnica Repertoriale Omeopatica di Kent [Tradotto
da I.M.O.] (hbh2.it)
Translation of the well-known compilation of gems by Hui Bon Hoa.
o SPADA M.,NOCIFORA R.,MATERA M.,ARENA G.,, Ricerca Omeopatica Sperimentale
su Titanium metallicum (sdm1.it)

 Spanish:
o DRAGOS D. Salud mental (cptmin)***
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o MATEO C.,TORRE J., Homeopatía Veterinaria - Materia Medica - Casos Clínicos y
Comentarios (trj3.es)***
o NAVAS DOMÍNGUEZ I., Clasificación y Nitidez de los Síntomas Mentales del
Repertorio Synthesis (ndi1.es)***
A semiological study of the mental repertory symptoms with explanation and
differentiation of rubrics.
o PETRUCCI R., Niños (cptchi)***
o SCHROYENS F., Enfermedades agudas(cptacu)***
o SCHROYENS F., Radar Concepts (cptrad)***
o SERVAIS P., Temas (cptthe)***
o VALADARES FONSECA A., Semiological guide (cptsem)***
o ZULIAN M., Indice (cptind)***
 UPDATES TO PREVIOUSLY RELEASED BOOKS
 English
o DEGROOTE F., Physical Examination and Observation in Homeopathy (dgt12014)***
The updated version of this work contains twice the number of remedies (245
remedies now), described in the known way, explaining the energetic signatures of
the remedies according to kinesiology, acupuncture points and other energetic
parameters.
o SHERR J., Mental Qualities (srj11-2014)***
Updated version of the Q-Repertory, with additions and new rubrics on big ego and
insects.
o ULLMAN D., Evidence Based Homeopathic Family Medicine - The eBook (umd12014) - free update for those who have umd1, payable for new users
A most comprehensive and up-to-date source of formal clinical studies using
homeopathic medicines, along with a practical clinical guide to using homeopathic
medicines.
o VERVARCKE A., Rare remedies and difficult cases- vva4-2014***
This book was first released with 25 cases; now a new version is available with 50
cases.
 French:
o LOUTAN G., Répertoire de Thèmes et de la Matière Médicale Dynamique [18th Ed.]
(lta1-2011.fr)***
2011 version of the remedy summaries, based on the mental pictures along the
concepts of Alfonso Masi Elizalde. With word index.
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NEW BOOKS AVAILABLE FOR RADARONY USERS
 Chinese:
New Chinese documents are included in the “Radarony Package 1” and not available for
RadarOpus users. The 1.41 update also enables access to other books of the “Radarony
Package 1” as soon as they become available.
KENT J., Repertory of the Homoeopathic Materia Medica [Translated into Chinese by Prof.
TO A.] (k1.zh)

REPERTORY AND MATERIA MEDICA: IMPROVEMENTS
 The Synthesis database has been rebuilt and re-indexed to increase speed and resolve a
number of content issues in all five Synthesis languages (English, French, German, Italian and
Spanish):
 Fix - In the French Synthesis, when searching in chapter GENERALS, level 2 rubrics
beginning with letters from “S” to “Z” can be found again (e.g.: "GENERAUX – Sauna,
amel"
 Fix - In the Spanish and French Synthesis, in F2, words starting with accents such as è
and é are now placed alphabetically and not at the end of the list.
 Fix - All Synthesis views for all languages have been rebuilt: when a user selects a view
and then changes the language, he/she is no longer asked to rebuild the view
 Fix - Corrected search results in Spanish:
 “deseo” can now be found in the list of available words
 “chocolate”can now be found
 Fix - In the Spanish Synthesis, when searching via the F2 navigation window, under
Cabeza, the rubrics Apreton and Hormigueante could only be found by typing the letter
D and Frio by typing the letter H
 Fix - In Spanish, the search for “cólera” in Mateu MM now works
 Fix - A search in German Concepts and Families now finds a result
 Fix - In the German Synthesis, when typing Gemut and then the letter "W", the first two
rubrics displayed did not begin with letter "W"
 The PassPort database 2.0 (Vermeulen) has been rebuilt, starting from the original files as
some remedies were missing (examples of remedies that are correctly represented now are
ars., asaf. and borx.).
 New content and corrections in languages other than English
 Fix - In the German Synthesis, the missing translation of certain symptoms has been
added. These symptoms were not translated because they were present in other
translations of Synthesis (other than the German-English version). They appeared as"
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apparently not translated" as all languages of Synthesis were merged into one
database.
Fix - The search for words such as “Mund” in the Bär Veterinary Concepts now works
Fix - In the Table of Contents "Repertories", in the section "Families of remedies": when
clicking on the title Taylor's "Miasms Families", in German, the program no longer
crashes.
Fix - In English, in the Dragos Concepts, the referring symptoms are no longer missing
Fix - In the French Synthesis, many translations have been corrected by importing the
correct translation from the Radar 10.5 database
Fix - In the French Synthesis, the levels 2 in chapter SKIN are now all in capitals
Fix - In the French Synthesis, the erroneous visualization of "PEAU - VIEUX; devient
vieux - prématurement" has been fixed
Fix - In the French Synthesis, typing "GÉNÉRAUX - TROUBLES suite”, now correctly goes
to “Troubles suite de” (not to "castration" - at level 3)
Fix - In the French Synthesis, the section "GÉNÉRAUX - Aliments et boissons" no longer
contains “douleur” but “pain” (= bread)
Fix - in the French Synthesis, some symptoms showed a list of "Associated concepts"
including the sign "%x" instead of the correct concept. This has been fixed for all such
instances as well as a similar fix in the German Synthesis.
Fix - Search for Phosphorus in Materia Medicas now finds correct results in Spanish and
in English Boericke (br1)
Fix - The Spanish Synthesis does not contain English symptoms any more
Fix - In the Spanish Concepts, the popup “Associated rubrics” now has the title in
Spanish, not in English any more
Fix - in the Spanish Concepts, all entries in Schroyens' "Acute Diseases" are now
translated
Fix - in the Spanish Concepts, all entries in Servais' "Themes" are now translated
Fix - In Spanish Concepts, all rubrics now correctly start with either upper case or lower
case depending upon the rubric level
Fix - In Spanish Concepts, Fonseca, all concepts now have a list of symptoms
Fix - Titles for types of books in the TOC of Portuguese books were added
Fix - Opening Zulian concepts in a language other than English shows the concepts
alphabetically sorted in that other language
Fix - In French, Italian, Spanish and Portuguese, families and concept repertories are
visible in the TOC only if the Synthesis in the same language is also visible

 Herscu Analysis Method
 Fix - After a drag and drop operation sometimes a segment's name was lost
 Miscellaneous improvements
 Fix - On Mac, sending an analysis via e-mail now works (Analysis - Send current analysis
by email)
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Fix - Google translation into Chinese fixed
Fix - Search in Chinese version works with “Enter Key”
Fix - Welcome window in Chinese version now works correctly
Fix - In the Italian welcome screen, the phone number was changed from 031.24 30 96
to 031.24 30 07
 Fix - The Help on line screen now has a close button
 Fix - The title bar now correctly shows the letter “é” (e.g. in the user name Rosé)
 Fix - After a search for a remedy, in the list of rubrics found, moving the cursor over the
number of remedies shows a tooltip with remedy names. Clicking on a remedy now
goes to the corresponding repertory







Fix - After taking symptoms from Kent’s Treasure Edition 9.2, in the analysis, the
symptoms are now preceded by the repertory name
Fix - In Boger's Bönninghausen Repertory (bg2) the chapter icon for External
Abdomen has been replaced by the same icon used for Abdomen
Fix - Families "Taylor: Kingdoms": the missing icon for first chapter
(Imponderables) has been added
Fix - After opening and closing the F2 navigation window, the tooltips on Synthesis
now continue to work
Fix - When you click right on a symptom clipboard, then select “Clear all clipboards”
you see a question about saving the analysis. Now the save works correctly.

PATIENT FILE (WINCHIP): IMPROVEMENTS

 Fix - In the consultation list the size of the columns are automatically adapted to the screen
resolution.
 Fix - In the consultation list, the rows now have a minimum fixed size in order to show all
the analyses associated with a consultation
 Fix - In the consultation list, the Analysis date is now displayed in the 24h format
 Administrative data:
o Fix - The 'Delete patient" button has been removed
o Fix - Changing the date or time of a new consultation before saving it no longer
gives an error.
o Fix - When selecting a patient who does not yet have a consultation or when
creating a new patient, the bottom grids of the window are now updated
 Fix - The program no longer crashes if a list of remedies is printed
 Fix- The Analysis time format is now correct: 05:25 has been replaced by 17:25
 Fix- The media files are saved in \radarOpus\data\winchip\Files under the corresponding
type of File (Image, Sounds, Video, etc.)
 Fix - No longer an error when typing a search in the Pick list window
 Fix - No longer an error when the focus is on the Pick list window and the user presses the
“Esc” button
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 Fix - the Data field is automatically displayed
 Floating windows:
 Fix - The default dimensions of the floating window are now bigger
 Fix - The size and position is correctly saved when closing the window
 Fix - Are opened correctly in the centre of the screen, if there is no default value
 Fix – An error no longer displays if the user makes an evaluation of a consultation twice
 Fix - In the Anamnesis window, the hundreths of seconds have been removed from the
consultation date
 Fix - In the Consultation Summary, the group “National Health Service” has been removed
from the Administrative window. It is now accessible form the Consultation window.
 Fix - In the Consultation window, the scroll function of the font and font size boxes has
been disabled
 Fix - In the Consultation text, the bug when saving the patient using the Ctrl+s window has
been fixed.
 Fix - In "Help - About", for WinCHIP, now “WinCHIP version” is written and the build
number is added to be consistent with the other parts of the program mentioned there
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